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 HIGHLIGHTS

welcome to la paz:
The charming capital of Baja California Sur, La Paz, is the 
ideal basecamp to experience the desert and coastal 
ecology of the peninsula. On daily field excursions, you’ll 
contribute to both marine and terrestrial studies and you’ll 
see community sustainability in action through immersive 
cultural experiences. 

From Desert Sand to Sea:
With EPI, you’ll explore the desert ecosystems of Balandra 
and Rancho el Chivato, observing the hardy flora and fauna 
that call this arid region home. You’ll have plenty of time to 
cool off in the aquamarine waters of the Gulf of California, 
too. Here, you’ll practice your snorkeling skills, conduct 
an underwater invertebrate census, and contribute to a 
coral reef restoration project. With luck, you’ll cap off the 
experience with a chance to swim with those gentle giants 
of the sea—whale sharks.

A Culture of Sustainability:
Life on the edge of the desert demands sustainability, and a 
culture of conservation has taken root in Baja. EPI’s campus 
in La Paz offers a hands-on setting to learn about sustainable 
living and community education. You’ll hear from local 
experts about urban green infrastructure initiatives, and how 
they’re helping protect the incredible natural environment 
that surrounds this vibrant coastal community.

STUDY UNIQUE WILDLIFE THAT 
THRIVES ON THE EDGES OF DESERTS

SNORKEL WITH WHALE SHARKS, SEA 
LIONS, OR OTHER MARINE WILDLIFE

LEARN ABOUT SUSTAINABLE  
PRACTICES IN DESERT COMMUNITIES
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Day 1: Arrive in Baja
• Take a shuttle to La Paz
• Get to know your instructors and hear course introductions

Day 2: Balandra Bay Day Trip
• Explore hiking trails and learn about Balandra’s ecosystems, from  

sand dunes to mangroves
• Reflect on the sights and sounds you experience with a nature  

journal exercise
• Practice your snorkeling skills in the calm waters of the bay

Day 3: Coral Restoration 
• Contribute to conservation efforts by assisting in a coral reef 

restoration project
• Conduct underwater census and help our research partners  

gather data

Day 4: Desert Ecology Exploration
• Take a day trip to Rancho el Chivato to investigate desert ecology
• Hone your field research techniques as you contribute to an ongoing 

reptile survey project

Days 5-6: in search of Whale Sharks
• Enjoy a boat ride into the Gulf of California to search for whale sharks 

and sea lions
• Learn about plankton and microplastics
• Contribute to local sustainability efforts during a beach cleanup  

Day 7: Community Sustainability and Cultural IMMERSION
• Learn about green infrastructure initiatives at the EPI campus
• Celebrate your hard work with a tour of downtown La Paz and a 

group dinner

Day 8: Depart from Cabo San Lucas airport

Length
Research & Service 

Hours
Coursework 

Hours
Focus

8 Days 18 30

Desert ecology, 
marine ecology,  

sustainable 
community 

practices

Sample itinerary
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